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Abstract

In this paper, we study the named entity recog-001
nition (NER) problem under distant supervi-002
sion. Due to the incompleteness of the exter-003
nal dictionaries and/or knowledge bases, such004
distantly annotated training data usually suffer005
from a high false negative rate. To this end, we006
formulate the Distantly Supervised NER (DS-007
NER) problem via Multi-class Positive and Un-008
labeled (MPU) learning and propose a theoreti-009
cally and practically novel CONFidence-based010
MPU (Conf-MPU) approach. To handle the011
incomplete annotations, Conf-MPU consists012
of two steps. First, a confidence score is esti-013
mated for each token of being an entity token.014
Then, the proposed Conf-MPU risk estimation015
is applied to train a multi-class classifier for016
the NER task. Thorough experiments on two017
benchmark datasets labeled by various external018
knowledge demonstrate the superiority of the019
proposed Conf-MPU over existing DS-NER020
methods.021

1 Introduction022

Named Entity Recognition (NER) aims to detect023

entity mentions from text and classify them into024

predefined types. It is a fundamental task in in-025

formation extraction and many other downstream026

tasks (Gábor et al., 2018; Luan et al., 2017; Giorgi027

et al., 2019). However, the necessity of extensive028

human efforts to annotate a large amount of train-029

ing data imposes restrictions on the state-of-the-art030

supervised deep learning methods, especially in031

professional fields.032

To address this problem, distantly supervised033

methods spring up, which aim to train NER models034

using automatically annotated training data based035

on external knowledge such as dictionaries and036

knowledge bases. Observed by previous DS-NER037

methods (Shang et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2019),038

distant labels provided by reliable dictionaries are039

usually of high precision. However, such distant040

labeling suffers a major drawback — incomplete041

Figure 1: Distant labeling example for the entity type
of Disease using a dictionary.

labeling. This is due to the fact that most exist- 042

ing dictionaries and knowledge bases have limited 043

coverage on entities. Hence simply treating unla- 044

beled samples (i.e., unmatched tokens) as negative 045

ones will introduce a high false negative rate (e.g., 046

“neutropenia” in Figure 1) compared with human- 047

annotated training data, and further mislead a su- 048

pervised NER model to overfit to false negative 049

samples and seriously affect its recall. 050

To tackle this challenge, several DS-NER meth- 051

ods have been put forward recently for the incom- 052

pletely annotated data. One line of work focuses 053

on designing deep learning architectures that can 054

cope with the training data with high false negative 055

rates to partially alleviate the impact of the defec- 056

tive distant annotations (Shang et al., 2018; Liang 057

et al., 2020). Another line of work applies partial 058

conditional random field (CRF) to assign unlabeled 059

samples with all possible labels and maximize the 060

overall probability (Mayhew et al., 2019; Cao et al., 061

2019; Yang et al., 2018; Shang et al., 2018). 062

Recently, binary Positive and Unlabeled (PU) 063

learning is applied to DS-NER tasks (Peng et al., 064

2019). PU learning performs classification using 065

only limited labeled positive data and unlabeled 066

data, thus naturally suitable for handling distant 067

supervision, where external knowledge often has 068

a limited coverage on positive samples. However, 069

binary PU learning has several drawbacks in real 070

DS-NER tasks. It applies the one-vs-all strategy 071

to convert a multi-class classification problem into 072

multiple binary classification problems, and thus 073

suffers from two weaknesses. First, it is not effi- 074
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cient, especially in the case where there are many075

entity types. For a NER task with n entity types,076

n binary classifiers need to be trained. Second,077

the scale of predicted confidence values may dif-078

fer among those binary classifiers, which may not079

guarantee a mutually beneficial inference for the080

final prediction (Bishop, 2006).081

Furthermore, the PU learning theory is built on082

a fundamental assumption of data distribution that083

unlabeled data can accurately reveal the overall084

distribution (i.e., the marginal distribution of the085

target field) (Bekker and Davis, 2020). In DS-NER086

tasks, the distantly annotated training data may not087

fit the assumption well: It depends on the cover-088

age of used dictionaries or knowledge bases on the089

entities. Our empirical studies validate that viola-090

tion of this assumption can significantly impact the091

performance of PU learning.092

To address these challenges in DS-NER tasks093

and PU learning, we propose a CONFidence-based094

Multi-class Positive and Unlabeled (Conf-MPU)095

learning framework. The proposed Conf-MPU096

can handle different levels of false negative rates097

brought by dictionaries of various coverage and098

does not overfit to the distantly labeled training099

data. It consists of two steps. Specifically, given100

the distantly labeled training data, we first carry out101

a token-level binary classification to estimate the102

confidence score (a probability value in [0, 1]) of a103

token being an entity token (i.e., a token of a named104

entity). Then, we perform the NER classification105

using a neural network model with the proposed106

Conf-MPU risk estimator, which incorporates the107

confidence scores obtained from the first step in108

the risk estimation, to alleviate the impact of an-109

notation imperfection. It is worth noting that the110

two-step strategy of Conf-MPU needs to train only111

two classifiers for any DS-NER tasks with arbitrary112

number of entity types, which is more efficient than113

previous binary PU learning.114

In summary, our main contributions are:115

• We propose Conf-MPU, a theoretically and116

practically novel approach for the DS-NER task.117

Conf-MPU enriches the PU learning theory with118

solid theoretical analysis.119

• We verify that the practical use of traditional120

PU learning is subject to its theoretical assumption,121

which can be released by Conf-MPU. As far as we122

know, this is the first work specially dealing with123

such a practical problem.124

• We empirically demonstrate that Conf-MPU125

with a two-step strategy can significantly alleviate 126

the impact of incomplete annotations during the 127

model training and outperform the state-of-the-art 128

DS-NER methods on benchmark datasets. 129

2 Preliminaries 130

In this section, we briefly review the risk formula- 131

tions of standard supervised learning and PU learn- 132

ing in the binary classification setting. 133

2.1 Standard Binary Supervised Learning 134

Suppose that the data follow an unknown probabil- 135

ity distribution with density p(x, y). Let x ∈ X ⊆ 136

Rd and y ∈ Y = {0, 1}, where 0 and 1 indicate 137

negative and positive classes, respectively. The 138

goal is to learn a decision function f : X → Y by 139

minimizing the expected classification risk: 140

R(f) = πR+
P (f) + (1− π)R−

N(f). (1) 141

In this function, π = p(y = 1) is the prior of the 142

positive class. R+
P (f) = Ex∼p(x|y=1) [ℓ(f(x), 1)] 143

and R−
N(f) = Ex∼p(x|y=0) [ℓ(f(x), 0)] denote the 144

expected classification risks on the positive and 145

negative classes, respectively, where E denotes ex- 146

pectation and its subscript indicates the data distri- 147

bution on which the expectation is computed, and 148

the loss function is represented by ℓ. 149

In supervised learning setting, we are given both 150

labeled positive and negative data that are sam- 151

pled independently from pP(x) = p(x | y = 1) 152

and pN(x) = p(x | y = 0) as XP = {xP
j }

nP
j=1 and 153

XN = {xN
j }

nN
j=1, respectively. Then Eq. 1 can be 154

estimated by R̂PN(f) = πR̂+
P (f) + (1 − π)R̂−

N(f), 155

where R̂+
P (f) =

1
nP

∑nP

j=1 ℓ(f(x
P
j ), 1) and R̂−

N(f) = 156
1
nN

∑nN

j=1 ℓ(f(x
N
j ), 0). 157

2.2 Binary PU Learning 158

In PU learning setting, we have only access to la- 159

beled positive data XP and unlabeled data XU = 160

{xU
j }

nU
j=1 drawn from pU(x) instead of labeled nega- 161

tive data XN, which indicates that the classification 162

risk Eq. 1 can not be directly estimated as done 163

in supervised learning setting. For this problem, 164

Du Plessis et al. (2014) propose the expected clas- 165

sification risk formulation of PU learning: 166

R(f) = πR+
P (f) + R−

U(f)− πR−
P (f), (2) 167

where R−
U(f) = Ex∼p(x) [ℓ(f(x), 0)] and R−

P (f) = 168

Ex∼p(x|y=1) [ℓ(f(x), 0)]. Here R−
U(f)−πR−

P (f) can 169

alternatively represent (1−π)R−
N(f) because p(y = 170

0)p(x | y = 0) = p(x)− p(y = 1)p(x | y = 1). 171
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PU learning assumes that unlabeled data XU can172

reflect the true overall distribution, that is, pU(x) =173

p(x), due to unlabeled data consisting of both pos-174

itive and negative data, under which Eq. 2 can be175

approximated by R̂PU(f) = πR̂+
P (f) + R̂−

U(f) −176

πR̂−
P (f), where R̂−

U(f) =
1
nU

∑nU

j=1 ℓ(f(x
U
j ), 0) and177

R̂−
P (f) =

1
nP

∑nP

j=1 ℓ(f(x
P
j ), 0).178

3 Methodology179

In this section, we introduce the proposed Conf-180

MPU learning for DS-NER in the multi-class clas-181

sification setting with solid theoretical analysis.182

3.1 Conf-MPU Learning183

Let y ∈ Y = {0, 1, 2, ..., k}, where 0 refers to the184

negative class and 1, ..., k refer to k positive classes.185

The goal in multi-class classification is to minimize186

the following expected classification risk:187

R(f) =

k∑
i=1

πiR
+
Pi
(f) + (1−

k∑
i=1

πi)R
−
N(f), (3)188

where R+
Pi
(f) = Ex∼p(x|y=i) [ℓ(f(x), i)] and πi =189

p(y = i) are the classification risk and the prior of190

the i-th positive class, respectively. We denote this191

classification risk as MPN.192

Following PU learning setting, there are only193

labeled positive data XPi = {xPi
j }nPi

j=1 drawn from194

pPi
(x) = p(x | y = i) where i ∈ {1, ..., k}, and un-195

labeled data XU. Thus we can not directly estimate196

Eq. 3. Here we adopt the same probability princi-197

ple as applied in binary PU learning to alternatively198

compute the risk on negative data. Since p(y =199

0)p(x | y = 0) = p(x)−
∑k

i=1 p(y = i)p(x | y = i),200

we can further derive Eq. 3 as:201

R(f) =

k∑
i=1

πiR
+
Pi
(f) + R−

U(f)−
k∑

i=1

πiR
−
Pi
(f), (4)202

where R−
U(f)−

∑k
i=1 πiR

−
Pi
(f) theoretically plays203

the role of (1 −
∑k

i=1 πi)R
−
N(f), and R−

Pi
(f) =204

Ex∼pPi
(x) [ℓ(f(x), 0)]. We denote this classification205

risk as MPU, whose estimation requires the same206

assumption of data distribution as binary PU learn-207

ing does, namely, pU(x) = p(x). We refer this208

assumption to PU assumption hereinafter for conve-209

nience. Under PU assumption, XU can be used to210

estimate R−
U(f). Specifically, MPU risk estimator211

is given as:212

R̂MPU(f) =
k∑

i=1

πi

nPi

nPi∑
j=1

ℓ(f(x
Pi
j ), i) + max

{
0,213

1

nU

nU∑
j=1

ℓ(f(xU
j ), 0)−

k∑
i=1

πi

nPi

nPi∑
j=1

ℓ(f(x
Pi
j ), 0)

}
, (5)214

with a non-negative constraint inspired by Kiryo 215

et al. (2017) ensuring the risk on the negative class 216

is non-negative. 217

However, PU assumption can be violated in real 218

distant supervision scenarios. The distribution of 219

unlabeled data pU(x) may be different from the 220

overall distribution p(x) especially when the distant 221

supervision has a good coverage. In such cases, 222

the unlabeled data will have a distribution closer 223

to the distribution of the true negative data pN(x) 224

instead of the overall distribution p(x). Thus, the 225

risk estimation of R−
U(f) based on the assumption, 226

in either MPU or binary PU, may be biased. 227

To alleviate such estimation bias, we derive a 228

novel Conf-MPU risk function from MPU. With 229

the context of NER tasks, we observe that almost 230

any combination of characters could be part of a 231

named entity. Based on this observation, mathemat- 232

ically, we define λ(x) = p(y > 0 | x) to determine 233

the confidence score of a token being an entity to- 234

ken, no matter what entity type it belongs to, and 235

further assume that λ(x) > 0. Under this assump- 236

tion, we can further decompose R−
U(f) in Eq. 4 237

by involving a threshold parameter 0 < τ ≤ 1 as 238

follows: 239

R−
U(f) =

k∑
i=1

πiR
−
P̃i
(f) + R−

Ũ
(f), (6) 240

where R−
P̃i
(f) = Ex∼pPi

(x|λ(x)>τ)

[
ℓ(f(x), 0) 1

λ(x)

]
241

and R−
Ũ
(f) = Ex∼p(x|λ(x)≤τ) [ℓ(f(x), 0)]. The de- 242

tailed proof is shown as follows. 243

Proof. Since λ(x) > 0 and 0 < τ ≤ 1, we have 244

R−
U(f) = Ex∼p(x) [ℓ(f(x), 0)] 245

=

∫
λ(x)>τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)p(x)dx+

∫
λ(x)≤τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)p(x)dx 246

=

∫
λ(x)>τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)
p(x)p(x, y > 0)

p(x, y > 0)
dx+R−

Ũ
(f) 247

=

∫
λ(x)>τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)
p(x)p(x | y > 0)p(y > 0)

p(y > 0 | x)p(x)
dx+R−

Ũ
(f) 248

=

∫
λ(x)>τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)
p(x | y > 0)p(y > 0)

λ(x)
dx+R−

Ũ
(f) 249

=

k∑
i=1

p(y = i)

∫
λ(x)>τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)
p(x | y = i)

λ(x)
dx+R−

Ũ
(f) 250

=

k∑
i=1

πi

∫
λ(x)>τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)
1

λ(x)
p(x | y = i)dx+R−

Ũ
(f) 251

=

k∑
i=1

πiR
−
P̃i

(f) + R−
Ũ
(f). 252

Consequently, we obtain the expected classifi- 253

cation risk of Conf-MPU by substituting R−
U(f) in 254

Eq. 4 with Eq. 6 as follows: 255

R(f) =

k∑
i=1

πi

(
R+

Pi
(f) + R−

P̃i
(f)− R−

Pi
(f)
)
+R−

Ũ
(f). (7) 256
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Given a reliable λ and a proper τ , λ(x) > τ indi-257

cates x being an entity token (a positive sample),258

otherwise a non-entity token (a negative sample),259

which further induces that pPi
(x | λ(x) > τ) ≈260

pPi
(x), and p(x | λ(x) ≤ τ) ≈ pU(x | λ(x) ≤261

τ) ≈ pN(x) even if pU(x) is different from p(x).262

Thus, empirically R−
P̃i
(f) and R−

Ũ
(f) can be esti-263

mated with less bias using XPi and XU, respectively,264

which further leads to a more precise estimation265

of R−
U(f). This is the mechanism that Conf-MPU266

can significantly reduce estimation bias in practice,267

even if PU assumption is violated. Specifically,268

Conf-MPU risk estimator can be expressed as:269

R̂Conf−MPU(f) =

k∑
i=1

πi

nPi

nPi∑
j=1

max

{
0, ℓ(f(xPi

j ), i)270

+ 1
λ̂(x

Pi
j )>τ

ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0)

1

λ̂(xPi
j )

− ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0)

}
271

+
1

nU

nU∑
j=1

[
1λ̂(xU

j )≤τ ℓ(f(x
U
j ), 0)

]
, (8)272

with a constraint to guarantee a non-negative loss273

on each labeled positive sample, where λ̂ is an em-274

pirical confidence score estimator. In DS-NER275

tasks, we formulate the sub-task of estimating276

λ(x) as a token-level binary classification problem277

which also uses distant labels. In practice, a clas-278

sifier with a sigmoid output layer for this sub-task279

can guarantee λ̂(x) > 0.280

3.2 Insights into Conf-MPU Risk Estimator281

Targeting on the challenge of high false negative282

rates in training data, we give the following analy-283

sis to offer some insights into the Conf-MPU risk284

estimator. For ease of expression, we use letters285

to denote the terms in Eq. (8): A = ℓ(f(xPi
j ), i), B286

= 1
λ̂(x

Pi
j )>τ

ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0) 1

λ̂(x
Pi
j )

, C = ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0), D287

= 1λ̂(xU
j )≤τ ℓ(f(x

U
j ), 0). The threshold τ is set to288

0.5 by default. We assume that λ̂(x) of an entity289

token is close to 1 (i.e., λ̂(x) > τ ), and λ̂(x) of a290

non-entity token is close to 0 (i.e., λ̂(x) ≤ τ ).291

For a true positive sample (e.g., “sepsis” distantly292

labeled in Figure 1), the loss is computed by A+B−293

C, where B is involved because its confidence score294

is larger than the threshold. Since 1/λ̂(x) is close295

to 1, B−C is almost 0 but positive, and thus the loss296

on this sample approximately equals to A, which is297

very similar with the loss on a positive sample in298

standard supervised learning. For a true negative299

sample (e.g., “patient” unlabeled in Figure 1), the300

loss is calculated by D due to its confidence score301

is less than the threshold. So the minimization302

for D enables the model to learn from this true 303

negative sample. For a false negative sample (e.g., 304

“neutropenia” unlabeled in Figure 1), the loss is not 305

counted, because its confidence score is larger than 306

the threshold and thus D is not calculated. It is the 307

mechanism that Conf-MPU handles false negative 308

samples from unlabeled data. 309

3.3 Estimation Error Bound 310

Here we establish an estimation error bound for the 311

proposed Conf-MPU risk estimator (Eq. 8) to show 312

the guaranteed performance. 313

Theorem 1. Let f∗ = argminf∈F R(f) and 314

f̂Conf−MPU = argminf∈F R̂Conf−MPU(f). Assume 315

that ℓ(·) ∈ [0, Cl] and ℓ is Lipschitz continuous on the 316

interval [−Cg, Cg] with a Lipschitz constant Ll, where 317

Cl, Cg > 0. Also suppose that λ̂ is a fixed function 318

independent of data used to compute R̂Conf−MPU(f) 319

and τ ∈ (0, 1]. Let ζ = p(λ̂(x) ≤ τ) and ϵ = 320

Ex∼p(x)

[
|λ̂(x)− λ(x)|2

]
. Then for any δ > 0, with 321

probability at least 1− δ, 322

R(f̂Conf−MPU)− R(f∗) ≤
k∑

i=1

2πi
(τ + 1)Cl

τ
323

+

k∑
i=1

2πi

2Ll

τ
RnPi

,pPi
(x)(F) +

(τ + 1)Cl

τ

√
log k+1

δ

2nPi

 324

+ 4LlRnU,p(x)(F) + 2Cl

√
log k+1

δ

2nU
+

2Cl

τ

√
(1− ζ)ϵ. 325

In Theorem 1, F is the function class and 326

RnPi
,pPi

(x)(F) is the Rademacher complexity of 327

the function class F for the sampling of size nPi
328

from the distribution pPi(x) and RnU,p(x)(F) fol- 329

lows a similar definition. We relegate this proof to 330

the Appendix. 331

4 DS-NER Classification 332

In this section, we describe the setup for the DS- 333

NER classification. 334

4.1 Generation of Distant Labels 335

In DS-NER tasks, professional dictionaries (e.g., 336

UMLS) and knowledge bases (e.g., Wikidata) are 337

used to automatically generate distant labels. Dis- 338

tant labeling by dictionaries employs some string 339

matching algorithms to map training samples to dic- 340

tionaries (Ren et al., 2015; Giannakopoulos et al., 341

2017; Peng et al., 2019), while knowledge bases 342

utilize public APIs to perform such distant labeling. 343

4.2 Classifiers 344

The proposed Conf-MPU risk estimator can be 345

applied on any NER classifiers where the task is 346
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to predict the label for each token. For example,347

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) can be used as the un-348

derlying NER model, and then the Conf-MPU risk349

estimation can be used to calculate the classifica-350

tion risks. We use Conf-MPUBERT to denote this351

method. BiLSTM (Chiu and Nichols, 2016) is an-352

other popular choice for NER models. Ratinov353

and Roth (2009); Passos et al. (2014); Chiu and354

Nichols (2016) demonstrate that using lexicons as355

external features can improve NER performance.356

With the dictionaries, we extract the lexicon fea-357

tures as follows. For each token, we match its358

contextual words within a window size against en-359

tries in the dictionaries. If there is any successful360

matching, a binary indicator is set to 1, otherwise361

0. With the window size of n, we can form an n-bit362

vector, which is appended to the input embedding.363

We denote the model of BiLSTM with the lexicon364

feature engineering as LBiLSTM, and denote Conf-365

MPULBiLSTM as the LBiLSTM-based classifier with366

Conf-MPU risk estimation.367

For the first step of estimating confidence scores,368

we build a token-level binary classifier (i.e., λ)369

based on LBiLSTM to output scores. To be con-370

sistent with PU learning setting, this classifier is371

equipped with a binary PU learning risk estimator372

(i.e., R̂PU(λ)).373

4.3 Prior Estimation374

Unlike in supervised learning where priors (i.e., πi)375

can be easily obtained from human annotations,376

we cannot directly acquire them from distant an-377

notations. In PU learning research, there are some378

methods proposed specifically for estimating the379

priors (Bekker and Davis, 2018; Jain et al., 2016;380

Du Plessis and Sugiyama, 2014). Here we adopt381

the most effective TIcE algorithm from Bekker and382

Davis (2018) to perform prior estimation.383

4.4 Loss Function384

Peng et al. (2019) point out that a bounded loss385

function can help avoid overfitting in PU learning386

setting. We also confirm this argument in our em-387

pirical studies. Thus, instead of using the common388

unbounded cross entropy loss function, we adopt389

the mean absolute error (MAE) as the loss function390

for Conf-MPU and other PU learning methods in391

our experiments. Given its label y in the one-hot392

form, the loss on a token x is defined by:393

ℓ(f(x),y) =
1

k + 1

k∑
i=0

|y(i) − f(x)(i)|,394

where f(x) is the softmax output, and both y and 395

f(x) are in k+1 dimensions. Note that ℓ(f(x),y) ∈ 396

[0, 2
k+1 ] is bounded. 397

4.5 Post-Processing 398

In DS-NER tasks, self-training strategies as post- 399

processing can often further improve the perfor- 400

mance, such as iteratively enriching dictionaries 401

based on the model predictions (Peng et al., 2019), 402

or iteratively training a teacher-student framework 403

(Liang et al., 2020). The discussion for self-training 404

framework is out of the scope of this paper and we 405

refer the readers to Zoph et al. (2020) for more 406

information. 407

5 Experiments 408

In this section, we evaluate the proposed Conf- 409

MPU and compare with other baseline methods. 410

5.1 Experimental Setup 411

5.1.1 Training Data and Evaluation Metrics 412

We consider two benchmark NER datasets from dif- 413

ferent domains: (1) BC5CDR comes from biomedi- 414

cal domain. It consists of 1,500 articles, containing 415

15,935 Chemical and 12,852 Disease mentions; 416

(2) CoNLL2003 is a well-known open-domain NER 417

dataset. It consists of 1,393 English news articles, 418

containing 10,059 PER, 10,645 LOC, 9,323 ORG and 419

5,062 MISC mentions. 420

We obtain the following distantly labeled 421

datasets: (1) BC5CDR (Big Dict) is labeled using 422

a dictionary1 released by Shang et al. (2018); (2) 423

BC5CDR (Small Dict) is labeled using a smaller 424

dictionary constructed by selecting only the first 425

20% entries from the previous one; (3) CoNLL2003 426

(KB)2 is labeled by the knowledge base Wikidata 427

and released by Liang et al. (2020); (4) CoNLL2003 428

(Dict) is labeled using a refined dictionary released 429

by Peng et al. (2019)3. For dictionary labeling, we 430

use the strict string matching algorithm presented 431

in Peng et al. (2019). The process of knowledge 432

base labeling can be found in Liang et al. (2020). 433

All DS-NER methods are trained on the same 434

distantly labeled training data and evaluated on 435

the released human-annotated test sets in terms of 436

span-level precision, recall and F1 score. 437

1https://github.com/shangjingbo1226/AutoNER
2https://github.com/cliang1453/BOND
3https://github.com/v-mipeng/LexiconNER
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5.1.2 Baseline Methods438

We compare the proposed Conf-MPU with differ-439

ent groups of baseline methods.440

Fully Supervised Methods. We present the state-441

of-the-art (SOTA) performance of fully supervised442

methods on the two benchmark datasets, Wang443

et al. (2021) on BC5CDR and Wang et al. (2020)444

on CoNLL2003. For SOTA methods, we report the445

results from their original papers. We also evaluate446

the employed BiLSTM and BERT models in fully447

supervised setting. The performance in this group448

serves as upper-bound references.449

Distantly Supervised Methods. We consider the450

following distantly supervised NER methods: (1)451

Dict/KB Matching distantly labels the test sets us-452

ing dictionaries or knowledge bases directly, which453

is included here as references; (2) AutoNER (Shang454

et al., 2018) trains the model using a “tie-or-break”455

mechanism to detect entity boundaries and then456

predicts entity type for each candidate; (3) BERT-457

ES (Liang et al., 2020) adopts early stopping to458

prevent BERT from overfitting to noisy distant la-459

bels; (4) BNPU (Peng et al., 2019) built on LBiL-460

STM (BNPULBiLSTM) applies a binary PU learning461

risk estimation with MAE as the loss function to462

each entity type and then infers the final types;463

(5) MPU is the predecessor of the proposed Conf-464

MPU, which computes the empirical risk using465

Eq. 5. We also build MPU on both BERT and LBiL-466

STM models, denoted as MPUBERT and MPULBiLSTM.467

Note that full models in Peng et al. (2019); Liang468

et al. (2020) contain self-training as post process-469

ing steps, which are omitted here. We focus on470

the evaluation of how well each model can handle471

incomplete labeling issues in DS-NER tasks.472

5.1.3 Method Setups473

To evaluate the efficacy of the DS-NER meth-474

ods in real usage under distantly supervised set-475

tings, we do not use any human-annotated val-476

idation or test sets in any stage of the training477

process. The training stopping criteria are set478

as follows: 100 epochs for BiLSTM-based meth-479

ods and 5 epochs for BERT-based ones. We re-480

port the performance of the final model instead481

of the best checkpoint. Consequently, the base-482

lines have different performance from their re-483

ported results. We use the released code for Au-484

toNER and BERT-ES to reproduce their results.485

For other methods, we report the results based486

on our implementations. BiLSTM-based models487

Dataset Type Precision Recall

BC5CDR (Big Dict) Chemical 97.99 63.14
Disease 98.34 46.73

BC5CDR (Small Dict) Chemical 98.66 11.43
Disease 99.25 9.31

CoNLL2003 (KB)

PER 82.36 82.11
LOC 99.98 65.20
ORG 90.47 60.59
MISC 100.00 20.07

CoNLL2003 (Dict)

PER 99.78 79.10
LOC 97.56 34.69
ORG 95.80 65.47
MISC 99.24 57.22

Table 1: The quality of distant labels on training sets,
stated in token-level precision and recall (in %).

utilize pretrained bio-embedding4 for BC5CDR 488

and pretrained Stanford’s Glove5 embedding for 489

CoNLL2003. BERT-based models use pretrained 490

biobert-base-cased-v1.16 for BC5CDR and 491

bert-base-cased7 for CoNLL2003. The only 492

exception is that BERT-ES uses roberta-base8 493

for CoNLL2003 in the original implementation. 494

5.2 Experimental Results 495

5.2.1 Main Results 496

We first examine the quality of the distantly labeled 497

training data. Table 1 shows the detailed evaluation 498

of distantly labeled training data. The results val- 499

idate the assumption mentioned in previous work 500

that distant labels generated by dictionaries are usu- 501

ally of high precision but low recall. 502

Table 2 presents the overall span-level precision, 503

recall, and F1 scores for all methods on the test 504

sets. The proposed Conf-MPU shows a clear ad- 505

vantage over baseline methods, especially when ac- 506

companying with LBiLSTM. Almost all distantly 507

supervised baselines perform better than Dict/KB 508

Matching on these four datasets, except for a few 509

cases of BNPU and MPU which will be discussed 510

later. Among the baseline methods, AutoNER and 511

BERT-ES show strong correlation with respect to 512

the dictionary quality. On BC5CDR (Small Dict), 513

where the dictionary suffers from extremely low 514

coverage, the two methods have little improvement 515

on recall. 516

By contrast, all PU learning based methods 517

demonstrate significantly higher recall on all 518

datasets, showing more robustness to the issue of 519

4https://github.com/shangjingbo1226/AutoNER
5https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
6https://huggingface.co/dmis-lab/biobert-base-cased-v1.1
7https://huggingface.co/bert-base-cased
8https://huggingface.co/roberta-base
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Method BC5CDR (Big Dict) BC5CDR (Small Dict) CoNLL2003 (KB) CoNLL2003 (Dict)
Fully Supervised
Existing SOTA 90.99 (-/-) 94.60 (-/-)
BERT 83.88 (79.75/88.46) 89.03 (88.00/90.08)
BiLSTM 75.60 (71.27/80.49) 86.19 (84.06/88.42)
Distantly Supervised
Dict/KB Matching 64.32 (86.39/51.24) 15.69 (80.02/8.70) 71.40 (81.13/63.75) 63.93 (93.12/48.67)
AutoNER 79.99 (82.63/77.52) 20.66 (81.47/11.83) 67.80 (73.10/63.22) 61.19 (82.87/48.50)
BERT-ES 73.66 (80.43/67.94) 17.21 (75.60/9.71) 72.15 (81.38/64.80) 63.68 (85.77/50.63)
BNPULBiLSTM 59.24 (48.12/77.06) 70.21 (64.93/76.43) 78.44 (74.38/82.97) 76.11 (73.68/78.70)
MPUBERT 68.22 (56.50/86.05) 73.91 (70.08/78.18) 65.75 (58.79/74.58) 67.65 (63.63/72.22)
MPULBiLSTM 60.79 (48.28/82.06) 73.25 (67.50/80.07) 69.13 (59.46/82.54) 71.41 (63.41/81.71)
Conf-MPUBERT 77.22 (69.79/86.42) 71.85 (81.02/64.54) 79.16 (78.58/79.75) 81.89 (81.71/82.08)
Conf-MPULBiLSTM 80.07 (76.63/83.82) 76.18 (82.66/70.64) 80.02 (77.39/82.84) 83.34 (85.79/81.02)

Table 2: The span-level results on test sets: F1 score (Precision/Recall) (in %), where the bests are in bold.

Figure 2: The performance of LBiLSTM-based methods under various settings. Figures in the first row (a - e) and
the second row (f - j) show the results on BC5CDR and CoNLL2003, respectively.

incomplete labeling. However, we can observe that520

compared with their performances on BC5CDR521

(Small Dict), BNPU and MPU suffer from low pre-522

cision on BC5CDR (Big Dict) labeled with a high523

coverage dictionary. We will extend the discussion524

in Section 5.2.2. As the results manifest, Conf-525

MPU can significantly improve precision compared526

with BNPU and MPU, and meanwhile maintain a527

high level of recall on all datasets, which shows528

that Conf-MPU can significantly alleviate the es-529

timation bias. We guide readers to the Appendix530

for detailed evaluation of prior estimation and con-531

fidence score estimation.532

5.2.2 Impact of Dictionary Coverage533

To have a solid recognition to the estimation bias534

in BNPU and MPU caused by the violation of PU535

assumption, we construct a series of dictionaries536

with different coverage on entities. We treat the537

dictionaries used to generate labels for BC5CDR538

(Big Dict) and CoNLL2003 (Dict) as two refer-539

ence standard dictionaries. Then for each of the540

two benchmark datasets we build a group of dic- 541

tionaries by selecting the first 20, 40, 60, 80, and 542

100 (%) entries from the standard ones. We train 543

BNPU, MPU, and Conf-MPU on the distantly la- 544

beled datasets generated by these dictionaries. Here 545

we show the results based on LBiLSTM in Figure 546

2 (a - c and f - h). Similar trend can be observed 547

on BERT-based settings. 548

We can see a clear decreasing trend on precision 549

for BNPU and MPU when dictionary size increases 550

(Figures 2 (a&f)). These phenomena are caused 551

due to the violation of PU assumption. When a 552

dictionary has higher coverage, the distribution of 553

unlabeled data is more and more similar to the 554

distribution of true negative data, instead of to the 555

overall data distribution. The BNPU and MPU 556

risk estimations bring higher bias, leading to lower 557

precision. Although their recalls remain high, the 558

F1 scores still decrease. By contrast, the proposed 559

Conf-MPU can effectively avoid this limitation and 560

achieve good performance for all dictionary sizes. 561
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Method LBiLSTM BiLSTM
BNPU 70.21 (64.93/76.43) 63.37 (57.92/69.97)
MPU 73.25 (67.50/80.07) 62.39 (56.50/69.66)
Conf-MPU 76.18 (82.66/70.64) 68.11 (71.68/64.88)

Table 3: Ablation study on lexicon features on BC5CDR
(Small Dict).

5.2.3 Ablation Studies562

To further evaluate the Conf-MPU risk estimation,563

we first conduct ablation studies comparing with564

MPN risk (Eq. 3) whose estimation simply treats565

unlabeled data as negative samples in distant su-566

pervision, and demonstrate the performance with567

different epochs. Sub-figures (d, e, i, j) in Figure568

2 show the trends of F1 scores of LBiLSTM-based569

models on the validation sets using three risk es-570

timations of Conf-MPU, MPU, and MPN, with571

respect to different number of epochs. (d, e) and572

(i, j) reflect the performance on BC5CDR and573

CoNLL2003, respectively. (d, i) and (e, j) reflect574

the performance based on 20% and 100% dictio-575

naries, respectively. The results show that MPN576

risk estimation can lead to severe overfitting for577

the model when dictionaries have low coverage.578

Although MPN still causes overfitting on full dic-579

tionaries, its performances are more stable and gen-580

erally good. By contrast, MPU and Conf-MPU con-581

sider the false negative issue during training, and do582

not overfit even on small dictionaries. Conf-MPU583

performs stably and consistently well for more sce-584

narios comparing with the other risk estimations.585

From Table 2, we can observe that Conf-586

MPULBiLSTM outperforms BiLSTM with fully super-587

vised setting on BC5CDR with both big and small588

dictionaries. To examine the performance gain, we589

implement three methods, BNPU, MPU, and Conf-590

MPU based on BiLSTM instead of LBiLSTM to591

evaluate the impact of lexicon features learned from592

the dictionaries. The results on BC5CDR (Small593

Dict) are shown in Table 3. We can see that the594

lexicon features used in DS-NER tasks can signifi-595

cantly improve the performance. The experiments596

performed on other distantly labeled datasets also597

exhibit similar trends. The results suggest that dic-598

tionaries in DS-NER tasks can also serve as exter-599

nal features in additional to the distant labels.600

6 Related Work601

DS-NER. Here we briefly discuss a few repre-602

sentative approaches. AutoNER (Shang et al.,603

2018) proposes a new architecture to first deter-604

mine whether two adjacent tokens should be tied 605

or broken to form entity candidates, and then deter- 606

mine the type for entity candidates. To handle the 607

false negative samples in training data, the detected 608

entity candidates that are unmatched in dictionar- 609

ies are not counted for the loss calculation during 610

model training. To separate noisy sentences from 611

the training data, Cao et al. (2019) design a data 612

selection scheme to compute scores for annotation 613

confidence and annotation coverage. Mayhew et al. 614

(2019) introduce a constraint driven iterative algo- 615

rithm learning to detect false negatives in the noisy 616

data and down-weigh them, resulting in a weighted 617

training set. BOND (Liang et al., 2020) leverages 618

the power of pre-trained language model BERT 619

and perform early stopping during training to avoid 620

overfitting to the imperfect annotated labels. 621

PU Learning. PU learning learns a classifier 622

from positive and unlabeled data (Elkan and Noto, 623

2008; Du Plessis et al., 2014). In a broad sense, PU 624

learning belongs to semi-supervised learning. How- 625

ever, there is a fundamental difference between 626

them: semi-supervised learning requires labeled 627

negative data, but PU learning does not. Recently, 628

a few works significantly enriched PU learning the- 629

ory. Kiryo et al. (2017) propose a non-negative 630

risk estimator for PU learning, which enables the 631

usage of deep neural networks for classification 632

given limited labeled positive data. Xu et al. (2017) 633

first come up with the concept of multi-positive 634

and unlabeled learning with a margin maximiza- 635

tion goal for the multi-class classification problem. 636

However, the objective of margin maximization 637

cannot be easily extended to apply on popular deep 638

learning architectures. Hsieh et al. (2019) propose 639

a novel classification framework incorporating bi- 640

ased negative data in PU learning, which opens up 641

a wider range of the applications of PU learning. 642

7 Conclusion 643

In this paper, we present a novel multi-class pos- 644

itive and unlabeled learning method called Conf- 645

MPU for the DS-NER task. Conf-MPU estimates 646

the empirical classification risks using the confi- 647

dence estimation on the distantly labeled training 648

data to avoid model overfitting to the false neg- 649

ative samples in unlabeled data. The extensive 650

experiments illustrate that compared with existing 651

DS-NER methods, Conf-MPU is more robust to 652

various types of dictionaries and can handle the 653

incomplete labeling problem effectively. 654
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Appendix799

1 Proof of Theorem 1800

Here we determine the difference between801

R(f̂Conf−MPU) and R(f∗) using the error bound be-802

tween R̂Conf−MPU(f) and R(f). Let us first define803

the intermediate risk estimators as follows. Each804

one introduces a new estimation component.805

Starting from R(f) (i.e., Eq. 7), R̄(f) introduces806

λ̂(x) as the estimation of λ(x),807

R̄(f) =

k∑
i=1

πiEx∼p(x|y=i)

[
ℓ(f(x), i)808

+ 1λ̂(x)>τ ℓ(f(x), 0)
1

λ̂(x)
− ℓ(f(x), 0)

]
809

+ Ex∼p(x)

[
1λ̂(x)≤τ ℓ(f(x), 0)

]
.810

Then, R̂(f) uses empirical means to estimate811

expectations,812

R̂(f) =

k∑
i=1

πi
nPi

nPi∑
j=1

[
ℓ(f(xPi

j ), i)813

+ 1
λ̂(x

Pi
j )>τ

ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0)

1

λ̂(xPi
j )

− ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0)

]
814

+
1

nU

nU∑
j=1

[
1
λ̂(xU

j )≤τ
ℓ(f(xU

j ), 0)
]
.815

R̂Conf−MPU(f) restricts the loss on each labeled816

positive sample to be at least 0,817

R̂Conf−MPU(f) =

k∑
i=1

πi
nPi

nPi∑
j=1

max

{
0, ℓ(f(xPi

j ), i)818

− ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0) + 1

λ̂(x
Pi
j )>τ

ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0)

1

λ̂(xPi
j )

}
819

+
1

nU

nU∑
j=1

[
1
λ̂(xU

j )≤τ
ℓ(f(xU

j ), 0)
]
.820

In the following proof, we will derive the error821

bounds from R̂Conf−MPU(f) to R̂(f), from R̂(f) to822

R̄(f), and from R̄(f) to R(f) in order.823

Let us first derive the error bound from824

R̂Conf−MPU(f) to R̂(f). For ease of notation, let825

A = max

{
0, ℓ(f(x), i) + ℓ(f(x), 0)

(
1λ̂(x)>τ

1

λ̂(x)
− 1

)}
,826

B = ℓ(f(x), i) + ℓ(f(x), 0)

(
1λ̂(x)>τ

1

λ̂(x)
− 1

)
.827

Then we have828

∣∣∣R̂Conf−MPU(f)− R̂(f)
∣∣∣ = k∑

i=1

πi

nPi

nPi∑
j=1

|A−B| .829

Since ℓ(·) ∈ [0, Cl], we have A ∈
[
0, Cl

τ

]
and B ∈ 830[

−Cl,
Cl

τ

]
. Further, we have |A−B| ≤

(
1 + 1

τ

)
Cl. 831

So we get the error bound 832

∣∣∣R̂Conf−MPU(f)− R̂(f)
∣∣∣ ≤ k∑

i=1

πi
(τ + 1)Cl

τ
. 833

Then, we use the following lemma to establish 834

the error bound from R̂(f) to R̄(f). 835

Lemma 1. Let λ̂(·) : Rd → (0, 1] be a fixed function 836

independent of data used to compute R̂(f) and τ ∈ 837

(0, 1]. For any δ > 0, with probability at least 1− δ, 838

sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̂(f)− R̄(f)
∣∣∣ ≤ 839

k∑
i=1

πi

2Ll

τ
RnPi

,p(x|y=i)(F) +
(τ + 1)Cl

τ

√
log k+1

δ

2nPi

 840

+ 2LlRnU,p(x)(F) + Cl

√
log k+1

δ

2nU
. 841

Proof of Lemma 1. For ease of notation, let 842

R̄+
Pi

= Ex∼p(x|y=i)

[
ℓ(f(x), i) 843

+ ℓ(f(x), 0)

(
1λ̂(x)

1

λ̂(x)
− 1

)]
, 844

R̄−
U = Ex∼p(x)

[
1λ̂(x)≤τ ℓ(f(x, 0))

]
, 845

R̂+
Pi

=
1

nPi

nPi∑
j=1

[
ℓ(f(xPi

j ), i) 846

+ ℓ(f(xPi
j ), 0)

(
1
λ̂(x

Pi
j )>τ

1

λ̂(xPi
j )

− 1

)]
, 847

R̂−
U =

1

nU

nU∑
j=1

[
1λ̂(xU

j )≤τ ℓ(f(x
U
j ), 0)

]
. 848

From the sub-additivity of the supremum opera- 849

tor, we have 850

sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̂(f)− R̄(f)
∣∣∣ ≤ k∑

i=1

πi sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̂+
Pi

− R̄+
Pi

∣∣∣ 851

+ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̂−
U − R̄−

U

∣∣∣ . 852

It suffices to prove Lemma 1 if we can prove 853

that with probability at least 1− δ
k+1 , the following 854

bounds hold separately: 855

sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̂+
Pi

− R̄+
Pi

∣∣∣ ≤ 2Ll

τ
RnPi

,p(x|y=i)(F) 856

+
(τ + 1)Cl

τ

√
log k+1

δ

2nPi

, (9) 857

sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̂−
U − R̄−

U

∣∣∣ ≤ 2LlRnU,p(x)(F) 858

+ Cl

√
log k+1

δ

2nU
. (10) 859
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Next, we prove Inequation 9. Inequation 10 is860

proven similarly.861

Let ϕx : R → R be the function defined by ϕx :862

z 7→ ℓ(z, i) + ℓ(z, 0)
(
1λ̂(x)>τ

1
λ̂(x)

− 1
)

. For x ∈863

Rd, f ∈ F , since ℓ(·) ∈ [0, Cl] and 1λ̂(x)>τ
1

λ̂(x)
−864

1 ∈
[
−1, 1

τ − 1
]
, we have ϕx(f(x)) ∈

[
−Cl,

Cl

τ

]
.865

Following the proof of Theorem 3.3 in (Mohri et al.,866

2018), we can show that with probability at least867

1− δ
k+1 , it holds that868

sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̂+
Pi

− R̄+
Pi

∣∣∣ ≤869

2EXPi
∼p(x|y=i)

nPi Eθ

[
sup
f∈F

1

nPi

nPi∑
j

θjϕx
Pi
j

(f(xPi
j ))

]
870

+
(τ + 1)Cl

τ

√
log k+1

δ

2nPi

,871

where θ = {θ1, ..., θnPi
} and each θi is a872

Rademacher variable.873

We notice that for all x, ϕx is a (Ll/τ)-Lipschitz874

function on the interval [−Cg, Cg]. Following the875

proof of Lemma 26.9 in (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-876

David, 2014), we can show that, when the set XPi877

is fixed, we have878

EXPi
∼p(x|y=i)

nPi Eθ

[
sup
f∈F

1

nPi

nPi∑
j

θjϕx
Pi
j

(f(xPi
j ))

]
≤879

Ll

τ
EXPi

∼p(x|y=i)
nPi Eθ

[
sup
f∈F

1

nPi

nPi∑
j

θjf(x
Pi
j )

]
.880

We can obtain Inequation 9 by substituting the881

Rademacher complexity. Lemma 1 is proven.882

883

Then, we establish the error bound from R̄(f) to884

R(f) by the following lemma.885

Lemma 2. Let λ̂(·) : Rd → (0, 1], τ ∈ (0, 1], ζ =886

p(λ̂(·) ≤ τ) and ϵ = Ex∼p(x)

[
|λ̂(x)− λ(x)|2

]
. For887

all f ∈ F , it holds that888 ∣∣R̄(f)− R(f)
∣∣ ≤ Cl

τ

√
(1− ζ)ϵ.889

Proof of Lemma 2. We notice that the difference890

between R̄(f) and R(f) is actually the difference891

between R̄−
U and R−

U , where892

R̄−
U =

k∑
i=1

πiEx∼p(x|y=i)

[
1
λ̂(x)>τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)
1

λ̂(x)

]
893

+ Ex∼p(x)

[
1
λ̂(x)≤τ

ℓ(f(x), 0)
]
,894

R−
U =

k∑
i=1

πiEx∼p(x|y=i)

[
1λ(x)>τ ℓ(f(x), 0)

1

λ(x)

]
895

+ Ex∼p(x)

[
1λ(x)≤τ ℓ(f(x), 0)

]
.896

We can rewrite R̄−
U and R−

U in the form of integral 897

R̄−
U =

k∑
i=1

πi

∫
1λ̂(x)>τ ℓ(f(x), 0)

1

λ̂(x)
p(x | y = i)dx 898

+

∫
1λ̂(x)≤τ ℓ(f(x), 0)p(x)dx, 899

R−
U =

k∑
i=1

πi

∫
1λ̂(x)>τ ℓ(f(x), 0)

1

λ(x)
p(x | y = i)dx 900

+

∫
1λ̂(x)≤τ ℓ(f(x), 0)p(x)dx, 901

where for R−
U , we replace the subscript λ(x) of 902

the indicator function with λ̂(x), which does not 903

change the value of R−
U . 904

According to the sub-additivity of the supremum 905

operator, we have 906

∣∣R̄(f)− R(f)
∣∣ = ∣∣R̄−

U − R−
U

∣∣ ≤ 907
k∑

i=1

πi

∫
1λ̂(x)>τ ℓ(f(x), 0)

∣∣∣∣ 1

λ̂(x)
−

1

λ(x)

∣∣∣∣ p(x | y = i)dx 908

=

∫
1λ̂(x)>τ ℓ(f(x), 0)

∣∣∣∣ 1

λ̂(x)
−

1

λ(x)

∣∣∣∣ p(x, y > 0)dx 909

=

∫
1λ̂(x)>τ ℓ(f(x), 0)

∣∣∣λ̂(x)− λ(x)
∣∣∣

λ̂(x)λ(x)
p(x, y > 0)dx 910

≤
Cl

τ

∫
1λ̂(x)>τ

∣∣∣λ̂(x)− λ(x)
∣∣∣

λ(x)
p(x, y > 0)dx 911

=
Cl

τ

∫
1λ̂(x)>τ

∣∣∣λ̂(x)− λ(x)
∣∣∣

p(y > 0 | x)
p(y > 0 | x)p(x)dx 912

=
Cl

τ

∫
1λ̂(x)>τ

∣∣∣λ̂(x)− λ(x)
∣∣∣ p(x)dx 913

≤
Cl

τ

√∫
12
λ̂(x)>τ

p(x)dx

√∫ ∣∣∣λ̂(x)− λ(x)
∣∣∣2 p(x)dx 914

=
Cl

τ

√
(1− ζ)ϵ, 915

where the last inequality is obtained after apply- 916

ing the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Lemma 2 is 917

proven. 918

Combining the above three error bounds, we 919

know that with probability at least 1− δ, the follow- 920

ing holds: 921

sup
f∈F

∣∣R̂Conf−MPU(f)− R(f)
∣∣ ≤ k∑

i=1

πi
(τ + 1)Cl

τ
922

+

k∑
i=1

πi

2Ll

τ
RnPi

,p(x|y=i)(F) +
(τ + 1)Cl

τ

√
log k+1

δ

2nPi

 923

+ 2LlRnU,p(x)(F) + Cl

√
log k+1

δ

2nU
+

Cl

τ

√
(1− ζ)ϵ. 924

Finally, with probability at least 1− δ, 925

R(f̂Conf−MPU)− R(f∗) 926

= R(f̂Conf−MPU)− R̂Conf−MPU(f̂Conf−MPU) 927

+ R̂Conf−MPU(f̂Conf−MPU)− R̂Conf−MPU(f
∗) 928

+ R̂Conf−MPU(f
∗)− R(f∗) 929

≤ R(f̂Conf−MPU)− R̂Conf−MPU(f̂Conf−MPU) 930
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+ R̂Conf−MPU(f
∗)− R(f∗)931

≤
∣∣∣R(f̂Conf−MPU)− R̂Conf−MPU(f̂Conf−MPU)

∣∣∣932

+
∣∣∣R̂Conf−MPU(f

∗)− R(f∗)
∣∣∣933

≤ 2 sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̂Conf−MPU(f)− R(f)
∣∣∣934

≤
k∑

i=1

2πi
(τ + 1)Cl

τ
+

k∑
i=1

2πi

[
2Ll

τ
RnPi

,p(x|y=i)(F)935

+
(τ + 1)Cl

τ

√
log k+1

δ

2nPi

]
+ 4LlRnU,p(x)(F)936

+ 2Cl

√
log k+1

δ

2nU
+

2Cl

τ

√
(1− ζ)ϵ.937

Theorem 1 is proven.938

2 Evaluation of Prior Estimation939

As mentioned in Section 4.3, we apply the TIcE940

algorithm to estimate the prior for each class with-941

out using ground-truth annotations. In Table 4, we942

compare the priors estimated on distantly annotated943

BC5CDR (Big Dict) and CoNLL2003 (Dict) with944

the true priors for each class of the two datasets.945

We also conduct the prior estimation on BC5CDR946

(Small Dict) and CoNLL2003 (KB), and we find947

that the priors estimated with different dictionaries948

are not significantly different. Table 4 shows that949

the estimated priors by TIcE algorithm are close950

to the true priors. We further trained Conf-MPU951

models using the true priors and do not observe952

significant differences in the performances. This953

experiment indicates that Conf-MPU is not sensi-954

tive to the prior estimations and TIcE algorithm955

can be applied for prior estimation without ground-956

truth labels.957

Dataset Type Estimated Prior True Prior
BC5CDR
(Big Dict)

Chemical 0.0503 0.0601
Disease 0.0504 0.0601

CoNLL2003
(Dict)

PER 0.1052 0.0547
LOC 0.0331 0.0407
ORG 0.0630 0.0492
MISC 0.0371 0.0226

Table 4: The results of prior estimation.

3 Evaluation of Confidence Score958

Estimation959

For Conf-MPU, another factor for its performance960

is the confidence score estimation for each token961

being an entity token. To evaluate the quality of the962

confidence scores, we first convert the results as963

labels where if λ̂(x) > 0.5 then label x as an entity964

token, otherwise label as a non-entity token. We965

Method BC5CDR (Big Dict) BC5CDR (Small Dict)
Supervised PN 85.00 (77.68/93.83)
Binary PU 72.38 (61.89/87.17) 79.14 (81.85/76.60)
Method CoNLL2003 (KB) CoNLL2003 (Dict)
Supervised PN 96.09 (92.77/99.65)
Binary PU 88.88 (81.04/98.39) 88.08 (79.09/99.38)

Table 5: The results of confidence score estimation on
test sets: F1 (Precision/Recall) (in %).

Figure 3: Empirical study on the class weight.

present the results in terms of token-level F1 score, 966

precision, and recall in Table 5, where Supervised 967

PN using human-annotated ground-truth labels pro- 968

vides upper-bound references for this estimation. 969

We can see that the classifier with the binary PU 970

risk estimation achieves good recall on all of the 971

distantly labeled datasets. High recall indicates that 972

the classifier can recognize most of entity tokens, 973

which can be taken advantage of in the Conf-MPU 974

risk estimation to avoid overfitting to false negative 975

samples in unlabeled data. We also evaluated the 976

proposed Conf-MPU models with the confidence 977

scores given by the supervised PN classifier on the 978

four distantly labeled datasets, where the perfor- 979

mances increased by 2 ∼ 5 percentage in terms of 980

F1 score, indicating that the proposed Conf-MPU 981

framework is robust to the confidence score estima- 982

tion of lesser quality. We leave for future work the 983

optimization of the confidence score estimation. 984

4 Study on Class Imbalance Problem 985

NER tasks often suffer from the problem of class 986

imbalance, where most tokens are not entity to- 987

kens. In our experiments, we introduce a hyper- 988

parameter γ as a class weight in risk estimations to 989

balance the risks on positive and unlabeled data. 990

We empirically investigate the effect of this pa- 991

rameter by evaluating Conf-MPU and MPU with 992

different values of γ on BC5CDR (Big Dict) and 993

CoNLL2003 (KB), and show the span-level F1 994

scores on test sets in Figure 3. We can see that 995
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if the class imbalance issue is ignored (i.e., γ = 1),996

the two methods achieve very low F1 scores on the997

two distantly labeled datasets. When γ increases998

to a certain value (e.g., γ = 15), both methods can999

achieve good performances. As γ increases, the F11000

scores fluctuate a little within a certain range but1001

stay high. It indicates that the two methods are not1002

sensitive to the value of the class weight γ if it is1003

properly large. Similar results can also be observed1004

on the other distantly labeled datasets. Therefore,1005

for a fair comparison, we uniformly set γ to 281006

and 15 for distantly labeled BC5CDR datasets and1007

CoNLL2003 datasets, respectively, in our experi-1008

ments.1009
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